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Breakout from the hot CNO cycle: The 18F„p,g… vs 18F„p,a… branching ratio
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We have studied the properties of low-lying18F1p resonances as excited states in19Ne. Three new levels
have been found in the range 0<Ec.m.<1 MeV just above the18F1p threshold, and partial decay widths and
isospin-mirror connections are suggested to known states in19F for each of the nine states in this energy range.
The properties of these resonances have been used to calculate the reaction rateNA^sv& for the 18F(p,g)19Ne
and 18F(p,a)15O reactions in the temperature range 108,T,109. A comparison of these rates indicates that in
this temperature range, the14O(a,p)17F(p,g)18Ne(e1n)18F(p,g)19Ne reaction sequence is not as fast as the
15O(a,g)19Ne reaction.@S0556-2813~98!06305-5#

PACS number~s!: 26.30.1k, 25.40.Ny, 27.20.1n
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I. INTRODUCTION

Classical nova explosions are powered by the hot C
cycle @1# which is initiated on the surfaces of accreting wh
dwarfs when temperatures and densities become sufficie
high so that the13N(p,g)14O reaction becomes fast enoug
to bypass the beta decay of13N. At still higher temperatures
and densities, the14O(a,p)17F and 15O(a,g)19Ne reactions
will become fast enough so that the reaction flow will bypa
the beta decays of14O and 15O and result in either a faste
hot CNO cycle or a breakout from that cycle to therp pro-
cess@2,3#, increasing the rate of explosive energy generat
and leading to the nucleosynthesis of much higher-Z mate-
rial.

In the possible breakout from the hot CNO cycle to therp
process via the14O(a,p)17F reaction,18F can be reached via
the sequence14O(a,p)17F(p,g)18Ne(e1n)18F. By taking
advantage of the high16O abundance on the surface of
white dwarf, 18F can also be produced via the reaction
quence 16O(p,g)17F(p,g)18Ne(e1,n)18F. It is then neces-
sary to measure the branching ratio between
18F(p,g)19Ne and 18F(p,a)15O reactions in order to deter
mine if these sequences continue on towards therp process
or return to the hot CNO cycle. The resonant contributions
the rates of these two competing reactions are determine
the properties of the levels in the19Ne compound nucleus
just above the18F1p threshold. From a comparison betwe
the known levels in this region in19Ne and in its well-
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studied isospin mirror19F @4#, it was clear that 9 out of the
15 19Ne levels expected in this region (6.4<Ex<7.4 MeV!
had not been located at the start of this study. Therefore,
have undertaken a series of measurements to search for
missing resonances and to determine the spectroscopic p
erties of the19Ne states in this region either by direct me
surements or by establishing their isospin-mirror connecti
to known levels in19F.

II. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

A. 19F„3He,t…19Ne reaction

In order to search for missing19Ne states in the region
just above the18F1p threshold and to determine precis
resonance energies for the states in this region, meas
ments of the19F(3He,t)19Ne reaction were made using th
Notre Dame Browne-Buechner spectrograph@5# and the
Princeton QDDD spectrometer@6#. In these measurement
29.8-MeV 3He beams were used to bombard CaF2 targets
~50 mg/cm2 evaporated onto 10mg/cm2 carbon foils!, and
the resulting tritons~selected on the basis ofDE3E particle
identification at the focal plane! were measured at 0°, 5°
10°, and 15°, with a full width at half maximum~FWHM!
resolution of 24 keV; tritons from the27Al( 3He,t)27Si reac-
tion were measured at the same spectrometer settings a
in order to calibrate the19Ne spectra with a precision of65
keV. As an example of these data, the 10°19F(3He,t)19Ne
spectrum is plotted in Fig. 1, and the resulting level energ
extracted from these data and from the higher-statistics
from the subsequent coincidence measurements at 0°
listed in Table I. Attempts to analyze the peak at 7.070 M
as an unresolved doublet did not produce any significant
provement over a single-level fit to this peak; nor was th
any indication of shifts in the position or shape of this pe
as a function of angle from 0° to 15°; nor was there a
significant difference in the proton/alpha-particle branch
ratio (Gp /Ga), as measured in Sec. II B, for slices taken
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FIG. 1. 19F(3He,t)19Ne spectrum measured atu lab510° for an incident3He energy of 29.8 MeV at the Princeton cyclotron facility. Th
peaks are labeled with the excitation energies of the corresponding states in19Ne. The location of the18F1p threshold is indicated.
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various positions in this peak. For example, for the high- a
low-energy halves of the peak, thea/p coincidence ratio was
measured as 1.8560.35 and 2.4560.50, respectively. In our
analysis of these data, the peak atEx57.070 MeV has there-
fore been treated as due to a single state with a meas
width G tot5A(46)22(24)2539(610) keV. The relative
heights of the peaks in Fig. 1 did not change significantly
a function of angle in the measured spectra from 0° to 1
and therefore did not provide a sensitive way to investig
d

red

s
°
e

theJp of this state; a more sensitive way is a comparison
a measurement of the proton partial width of the state w
the appropriate single-particle Wigner limit~see Sec. II D
below!.

Finally, it should noted that although three new leve
were found in the region 6.4<Ex<7.4 MeV, six levels are
still missing in this region and need to be identified in ord
to determine the resonant reaction rates for the18F(p,g)15O
and 18F(p,g)19Ne reactions. As described below in Se
TABLE I. 19Ne level properties.

Present experiment
Ex (MeV) a Ex ~MeV! Ga /G Gp /G G tot ~keV!

6.419~6!

6.437~9! 6.437~9! 216~19!

6.450~6!

6.698~6!

6.742~7! 6.741~6! 1.0460.08
6.861~7! 6.861~6! 0.9660.08 ,0.025
7.067~9! 7.070~7! 0.6460.06 0.3760.04 39~10!

7.21~20! 7.173~5!

7.253~10! 7.238~6!

@7.326~15!#

7.500~9! 0.1660.02 0.8460.04 16~16!

@7.531~15!# 7.531~11! 0.6760.08 0.3360.06 31~16!

7.616~16! 7.608~11! 0.9760.04 0.0460.02 45~16!

7.644~12! 0.3760.06 0.6460.04 43~16!

7.819~11! 0.1960.09 0.8160.11 22~16!

aReference@4#.
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II C, we have also carried out studies of this region of19Ne
using the 16O(6Li, t) and 20Ne(d,t) reactions, but no addi
tional new states were found. Additional studies using re
tions, such as12C(13C,6He), 12C(10B,t), and 19F(6Li, 6He),
are planned.

B. 19F„3He,ta…

15O and 19F„3He,tp…18F
coincidence measurements

We have carried out coincidence measurements of
19F(3He,ta)15O and 19F(3He,tp)18F reactions, in order to
determine the proton and alpha-particle partial decay wid
Gp /G and Ga /G of individual 18F1p resonances. A 29.8
MeV 3He beam from the Princeton cyclotron was used
bombard a 50-mg/cm2 CaF2 target, and the resulting triton
were detected at 0° with the Princeton QDDD spectrome
in this geometry, the residual19Ne nuclei have recoil ener
gies of only'200 keV. The coincident protons and alph
particles were measured with Si~SB! detectors~nominally
450 mm2, covering 52 msr! centered at laboratory angles
90°, 110°, and 145°. The product of solid angle and e
ciency was measured for each of the Si~SB! detectors using
coincidences from the19F(3He,da)16O reaction through the
6.725-MeV, Jp501 excited state in20Ne; except for a 2
31026 gamma-decay branch, this state decays 100%
alpha-particle emission to the ground state of16O, and the
emitted alpha particles have an isotropic angular distribu
in the recoil center-of-mass frame.

Software gates were set on the ‘‘true-coincidence’’ pe
~typically, '16 ns, FWHM! in the triton̂ (p/a) time-to-
amplitude converter~TAC! spectrum, for each of the triton
groups of interest and for each of the Si~SB! detectors~e.g.,
Fig. 2!. These gates were used to generate the coinci
proton/alpha-particle spectra for each triton group at e
angle ~e.g., Fig. 3!. Random-coincidence spectra were ge
erated for each Si~SB! detector for each triton group by ga
ing on ten cyclotron beam bursts, away from the ‘‘tru
coincidence’’ peak, and one-tenth of the resulting counts
the proton and alpha-particle peak positions were subtra
from the corresponding coincidence spectrum. The resul
net proton and alpha-particle yields were corrected for
efficiency and solid angle of each Si~SB! detector and then
converted into the center-of-mass frame of the19Ne recoil
and fit with a linear combination ofl 50, 2, and 4 Legendre
polynomials. Integrating these Legendre polynomials o
4p determines the total yield of decay protons and alp
particles for each triton group and thereby itsGp /G and
Ga /G decay branching ratios. These measured branching
tios are listed in Table I.

C. Comparison of the 16O„

6Li, t…19Ne and 16O„

6Li, 3He…19F
reactions and the 20Ne„d,t…19Ne and

20Ne„d,3He…19F reactions

For those cases in which we were not able to meas
directly some particular properties of the18F1p resonances
it is often possible to determine those properties from
transformation of the corresponding properties for the s
cific isospin-mirror states in19F. In order to make isospin
mirror identifications between states in19Ne and 19F, we
have measured the two sets of mirror reaction pairs,
c-
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16O~6Li, t !19Ne vs 16O~6Li, 3He!19F

and

20Ne~d,t !19Ne vs 20Ne~d,3He!19F,

using 32-MeV 6Li beams from the Notre Dame tandem a
celerator and 28-MeV6Li beams and 30-MeV2H beams
from the Yale tandem accelerator. The16O(6Li, t) and
16O(6Li, 3He) reactions were measured using WO3 targets
~200 mg/cm2 evaporated onto 500-mg/cm2 gold foils at
Notre Dame and 80mg/cm2 evaporated onto 300-mg/cm2

gold foils at Yale!; in order to check the kinetic shifts of th
observed peaks, measurements were made at two angle~at
7.5° and 14° at Notre Dame and at 8° and 11° at Ya!.
The 20Ne(d,t) and 20Ne(d,3He) reactions were measured
seven angles in the range 12.5°,Q lab,45° with a target of
enriched~99.95%! 20Ne in a gas cell, using Si~SB! detectors
in a scattering chamber. A subsequent measurement was
made atQ lab520° at higher resolution in a magnetic spe
trometer, using an implanted target~7 mg/cm2 of 20Ne im-
planted in a 40-mg/cm2 carbon foil!.

The selectivity of these reaction pairs is evident in Figs
and 5; for example, in Fig. 4 only roughly half of the resol
able states in this region of 19F are populated
in this spectrum. A comparison of previously esta

FIG. 2. TAC spectra for coincidence measurements betw
tritons at the focal plane of the Princeton QDDD~at 0°) and pro-
tons and alpha particles measured with a Si~SB! detector at an angle
of 145°, in the target chamber. Each spectrum is labeled with
excitation energy of the corresponding19Ne state.
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lished mirror states@such as 19Ne(2.795)⇔19F(2.780),
19Ne(4.140 and 4.197)⇔19F(3.999 and 4.033), and
19Ne(5.424)⇔19F(5.464)# supports the mirror nature o
these reaction pairs.~See also Ref.@7#.! On this basis, in the
range 6.4<Ex(

19Ne)<7.4 MeV, a comparison of the
16O(6Li, t)19Ne and16O(6Li, 3He)19F spectra in Fig. 4 sug
gests isospin-mirror pair identifications for th

FIG. 3. The energy spectra for the coincident particles~protons
and alpha particles! measured in a Si~SB! detector at an angle o
145°. The protons and alpha particles both stop in the detector
are clearly separated by their different energies. Each spectru
labeled with the excitation energy of the corresponding19Ne state.
~The shift in these particle energies with excitation energy is cle
visible.!
19Ne(6.861)⇔19F(6.927) and 19Ne(7.238)⇔
19F(7.262) states. Similarly, a comparison of th
20Ne(d,t)19Ne and 20Ne(d,3He)19F spectra in Fig. 5 sug-
gests an isospin-mirror pair identification for th
19Ne(6.741)⇔19F(6.787) states; the measured angul
distributions for these two states are also identical.

The results of the19F(3He,t) measurements, togethe
with the results of these mirror reaction studies, are sum
rized in theA519 level diagram in Fig. 6. In addition to th

nd
is

ly

FIG. 4. Mirror spectra for the 16O(6Li, 3He)19F and
16O(6Li, t)19Ne reactions, measured atu lab514° for an incident6Li
energy of 32 MeV from the Notre Dame FN Tandem. The peaks
labeled with the excitation energies of the corresponding state
19F and 19Ne.

FIG. 5. Mirror spectra for the 20Ne(d,3He)19F and
20Ne(d,t)19Ne reactions, measured atu lab520° for an incident deu-
teron energy of 30 MeV from the Yale ESTU Tandem. The pea
are labeled with the excitation energies of the corresponding st
in 19F and 19Ne.
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suggested mirror assignments discussed above,
19Ne(6.437)⇔19F(6.429) states are also suggested as a p
sible mirror pair on the basis of their similar decay widt
and excitation energies. It should be noted, however, tha
least six 19Ne levels are still missing in the region 6.4<Ex
<7.4 MeV and need to be identified in order to more ac
rately determine the resonant reaction rates for
18F(p,a)15O and 18F(p,g)19Ne reactions.

D. Isospin mirror for 19Ne* „7.070… in 19F

A comparison of the measured proton partial width for t
7.070-MeV stateGp514(64) keV with the single-particle
Wigner limits for this state for various choices ofJp @8#
favors aJp51/21, 3/21 ( l 50) assignment for this state. I
considering the identification of a19F mirror state for the
19Ne(7.070) state, it has recently been pointed out@8,9# that
a 15N(a,a) elastic scattering study@10# of this region in19F
had suggested that there might be an unresolved 3/21, 7/21

doublet atEx57.1 MeV whose 3/21 member would then be
an attractive candidate for the19F mirror of the 19Ne(7.070)
state. However, more recent studies of this region in19F,
including a reanalysis@11# of the scattering data of Smotric
et al. @10# and a 15N(a,g) study @12#, have not found evi-
dence for the putative 3/21 state. This is clearly a critica

FIG. 6. Comparison of the level structure in19F and19Ne in the
region just above the18F1p threshold. Isospin-mirror state conne
tions for the 19Ne states at 6.741, 6.861, and 7.238 MeV are in
cated based on relative populations and angular distributions m
sured for the20Ne(d,3He)19F and 20Ne(d,t)19Ne reactions and for
the 16O(6Li, 3He)19F and 16O(6Li, t)19Ne reactions. The location
(E0) and width (DE0) of the Gamow peak are indicated for tem
peratures ofT950.2, 0.5, and 1.0.
he
s-

at

-
e

question in interpreting our results and the recent18F-beam
results@8,9#, and additional studies need to be focused
this issue.

III. REACTION RATES

In making (p,a) and (p,g) reaction rate calculations fo
all the 18F1p resonances that have now been located
19Ne, we have made use of the measured total and pa
widths ~where available! together with information from the
appropriate isospin-mirror states in19F. In cases where the
mirror state has not been established or where the partic
property has not been measured for either the19Ne state or
the 19F state, we have had to make ‘‘educated guess
based on averages or the systematic properties of nuc
states in this region. These educated guesses can lead to
for specific individual resonances which may be overe
mated or underestimated by as much as a factor of 10.

The resulting parameters are summarized in Table II
the nine resonances in the range 0<Ec.m.<1.0 MeV, (6.4
<Ex<7.4 MeV!. For these resonances, theGg values are
taken either from the measured values for the mirror state
19F or, for cases in which there are no measured values
the mirror states, a value ofGg51 eV was assumed, base
on the average of the measured values for the19F states in
this region. For the resonances for which we were not abl
extract the proton width from our data,Gp was calculated by
using the experimental single-particle spectroscopic fac
Qp

2 obtained for the mirror states in19F @13#. However, for
many of these levels, only upper limits for the spectrosco
factors have been determined. In those cases, we assum
value ofQp

250.1 for positive parity states andQp
250.01 for

negative parity states@14#. For the resonances for which w
were not able to extract the alpha width from our data,Ga
was calculated from the alpha width of the mirror state in19F
by assuming that the mirror states have the same redu
alpha widths,Qa

2 , and then correcting for the different Cou
lomb barrier penetrations,

~Ga!19Ne5F r

Fl
21Gl

2G
15O1a

FFl
21Gl

2

r G
15N1a

~Ga!19F . ~1!

The resulting 18F(p,g) and (p,a) resonance strength
vg (p,g) andvg (p,a) are listed in Table II, where,

~vg!xy5
~2JR11!

~2s111!~2s211!

GxGy

G tot
. ~2!

In Table II, it should be noted~1! that there are still six19F
states in this region for which no corresponding19Ne states
have been located and~2! that while four of the mirror con-
nections have been made on the basis of comparisons o
observations of the selective population of these19Ne/19F
states in the transfer reactions described in Sec. II C ab
five of these connections are made only on the basis of t
similar energies and are made only for the purpose of m
ing the rate calculations described below. However, mos
these states have a very small single-particle configura
and will be only very weakly populated in resonant prot
capture. The most noticeable exception is the level at 6.
MeV (19Ne); its mirror state at 6.787 MeV (3/22) in 19F has

-
a-
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TABLE II. 18F1p resonance properties.

Gg

~eV!

Ga

~eV!

Gtot
~eV!

Ex

(19F)
Jp Ex

(19Ne)
Er

~keV!

Gg

~eV!

Gp

~eV!

Ga

~eV!

Gtot
~eV! vg(p,a) vg(p,g)

a a a a b c d e ~eV! ~eV!

@1# 2.83105 2.83105 6.429 1/2- 6.437 26 @1# 6.60310220 2.23105 b 2.23105 b 2.2310220 1.10310225

0.85 6.497 3/21 ~?! 6.419 8 0.85 3.50310234 ,13103 ,13103 2.30310234 2.00310237

0.4 .2.4 6.500 11/21 ? 0.4

1.2 4.03103 4.03103 6.528 3/21 ~?! 6.449 38 1.2 2.503211 4.303103 4.303103 1.70310211 5.00310215

0.16 1.63103 1.63103 6.554 7/21 ? 0.16

0.33 7.3 7.6 6.592 9/21 ? 0.33

5.5 2.43103 2.43103 6.787 3/2- 6.741 330 5.5 6.00g 2.703103 2.703103 3.5h 8.1031023

0.33 1.23103 1.23103 6.838 5/21 ~?! 6.698 287 0.33 0.27 1.203103 1.203103 2.7031021 7.4031025

3.1 2.83104 2.83104 6.891 3/2- ? 3.1

2.4 2.43103 2.43103 6.927 7/2- 6.861 450 2.4 1.6031022 3.103103 3.103103 2.1031022 1.7031025

@1# 5.13104 5.13104 6.989 1/2- ? @1#

@1# 8.03103 f 8.03103 f 7.100f 3/21 ~?! 7.070 659 @1# 1.43104 b 2.53104 b 3.93104 b 6.003103 2.4031021

@1# 3.23104 3.23104 7.114 7/21 ? @1#

0.17 6.7 6.9 7.166 11/2- ~?! 7.173 762 0.17 9.4031025 1.203101 1.203101 1.8831024 2.6631026

@1# ,63103 7.262 3/21 7.238 827 @1# ,43103 ,63103 ,1.03104

@1# 7.364 1/21 ? @1#

aReference@4#.
bMeasured~see Table I!.
cAssumingGg(19Ne)5Gg(19F).
dAssumingQp

250.1 for positive parity states andQp
250.01 for negative parity states@14#.

eAssumingQa
2(19Ne)5Qa

2(19F).
fReference@10#.
gQp

250.03 @13#.
hReference@15#.
u
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a spectroscopic factor ofQp
250.03 @13# and is therefore ex-

pected to be reasonably strongly populated in proton capt
The predicted resonance strength for18F(p,a) is 6 eV which
is consistent with the results of a recent direct measurem
@15# which yielded a value ofvg52.361.5 eV.

Of particular interest is the question of the19F mirror
state corresponding to the 659-keV resonance (Ex57.07
MeV in 19Ne). On the basis of our measured widths a
branching ratios, a connection to aJp53/21 state at
Ex(

19F)57.10 MeV @10#, as suggested by both Rehmet al.
@8# and Coszachet al. @9#, would lead to a value of
(vg)p,a56.0 keV. Rehmet al. @8# and Coszachet al. @9#
independently deduce values ofvg52.7 keV and 5.6 keV,
respectively, based on their direct18F(p,a)15O measure-
ments. Rehmet al. @16# have recently set an experiment
limit of Gg<3 eV for this level. To try to resolve the ques
tions associated with the existence of this putativeJp

53/21 state~see the end of Sec. II, above!, additional stud-
ies of the 19F and 19Ne states in this region are current
under way using the12C(10B,3He/t) and 15N(a,g) reac-
tions.

The stellar reaction rateNA^sv& for a collection of nar-
row, isolated resonances can be written as~e.g., Ref.@17#!

NA^sv&51.5431011~AT9!23/2(
r

~vg!r

3exp~211.605Er /T9! @cm3 sec21 mol21#,

~3!
re.

nt

d

whereA is the reduced mass in amu and where the resona
strength (vg) r and resonance energy (Er) are in units of
MeV. For the 18F(p,g)19Ne and 18F(p,a)15O reactions,

NA^sv&51.6731011~T9!23/2(
r

~vg!r

3exp~211.605Er /T9! @cm3 sec21 mol21#,

~4!

where the corresponding values of (vg) r andEr are listed in
Table II. Additional terms also have to be included to sp
cifically take into account the contributions of the tails
broad resonances~the 26-keV resonance withG'220 keV
and the 659-keV resonance withG'39 keV!, as well as
nonresonant direct capture~DC! for the 18F(p,g)19Ne reac-
tion. When the slowly varying cross-section factors for the
cases are expanded as

S~E!5S~0!1S8~0!E1
1

2
S9~0!E2, ~5!

then the resulting reaction rate is given by@17#

NA^sv&5NA~2/mc2!1/2c~kT!23/2DE0Seff~E0!

3exp~23E0 /kT!, ~6!

where,
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Seff~E0!5S~0!F11
5

12

kT

3E0
1

S8~0!

S~0! S E01
35

36
kTD

1
1

2

S9~0!

S~0! S E0
21

89

36
E0kTD G ,

E05@~mc2/2!1/2pe2Z1Z2kT/\c#2/35~0.5184!T9
2/3 @MeV#,

DE052.309~E0kT!1/25~0.4879!T9
5/6 @MeV#.

For broad resonances, because of the energy depend
of the partial widths, the resonance strength cannot be i
grated to give the simple form in Eq.~3!. Instead the calcu-
lation is carried out including the ‘‘resonance’’ contributio
~using the widths atEr) in Eq. ~3! and then adding an addi
tional ‘‘tail’’ term which includes the effects of the energ
dependence of the partial widths~e.g., Ref.@18#!. For the
18F(p,a)15O reaction, theS(E) contributions from the tail of
the 659-keV resonances have been calculated in this way
then fit with an expansion as

S~E!55.5165E1203E2 @MeV b# ~7!

~with E in MeV!, which can then be integrated to give
reaction rate of the form

NA^sv& tail ~cm3 sec21 mol21!

59.1331010T9
22/3exp@218.052T9

21/320.672T9
2#

3@110.0231T9
1/316.12T9

2/310.988T919.92T9
4/3

14.07T9
5/3#, ~8!

where the additional exp@20.672T9
2# factor is due to a cutoff

term which is used to truncate the tail term in the neighb
hood of the resonance@19#. Similarly, for the 18F(p,a)15O
26-keV resonance,

S~E!531.224.8E27.1E2 @MeV b# ~9!

~with E in MeV!, which can then be integrated to give
reaction rate of the form
nce
e-

nd

-

NA^sn& tail ~cm3 sec21 mol21!

55.1531011T9
22/3exp@218.052T9

21/3#

3@110.0231T9
1/320.415T9

2/320.0670T920.0618T9
4/3

20.0254T9
5/3#, ~10!

with no cutoff term needed in this case because the re
nance is so far below the Gamov energyE0. For the
18F(p,g)19Ne reaction, the effects of such tails turn out to
negligible and were not included.

The nonresonant direct capture to the19Ne ground state
and to its 0.238-MeV and 1.536-MeV excited states was c
culated following the formalism of Rolfs@20#, adopting a
Woods-Saxon potential with a radius parameterr 051.26 fm
and a diffuseness ofa50.6 fm. The potential depth wa
adjusted to reproduce the excitation energies of the fi
states. Since the single-particle spectroscopic factors
these final states are not known, the18F^ p spectroscopic
factors for these states were taken@21# as approximately
~within an order of magnitude! equal to the measured18O
^ p spectroscopic factors for their mirror states in19F. The
sum of the resulting astrophysicalS factors can be param
etrized as

S~E!52.43102314.131024E @MeV b# ~11!

TABLE III. 18F1p reaction rates.

NA^sv&
T9 ((res) DC Total

0.10 3.23310210 2.4531029 2.7731029

0.20 3.2431025 4.7831026 3.7231025

0.30 8.9831023 1.8331024 9.1631023

0.40 1.3631021 1.8031023 1.3831021

0.50 6.5931021 9.0531023 6.6831021

0.60 1.873100 3.0931022 1.903100

0.70 4.043100 8.2231022 4.123100

0.80 7.503100 1.8431021 7.683100

0.90 1.263101 3.6231021 1.303101

1.00 1.983101 6.4831021 2.043101
TABLE IV. 18F(p,a) reaction rates.

NA^sv&
T9 ((res) 26-keV tail 659-keV tail Total

0.10 1.1031026 2.8131025 1.6231025 4.5431025

0.20 4.1331022 5.0331022 4.8531022 1.4031021

0.30 7.943100 1.773100 2.463100 1.223101

0.40 1.133102 1.613101 2.963101 1.593102

0.50 7.763102 7.493101 1.723102 1.023103

0.60 4.313103 2.363102 6.503102 5.203103

0.70 1.763104 5.753102 1.843103 2.003104

0.80 5.293104 1.173103 4.273103 5.833104

0.90 1.253105 2.103103 8.473103 1.363105

1.00 2.453105 3.383103 1.493104 2.633105
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~with E in MeV!, which can then be integrated to give
reaction rate of the form

NA^sn&DC ~cm3 sec21 mol21!

53.983107T9
22/3exp@218.052T9

21/3#

3@110.0231T9
1/310.0885T9

2/310.0143T9#. ~12!

The contributions of each of the various terms~resonances
direct capture, and broad tails! to NA^sv& for the
18F(p,g)19Ne and 18F(p,a)15O reactions are listed in
Tables III and IV as a function ofT9 and are plotted in Figs
7 and 8. The total reaction rate for each of these reaction
given by the sum of their respective contributions from E
~4!, ~8!, ~10!, and~12!.

IV. ASTROPHYSICAL IMPLICATIONS
AND CONCLUSIONS

These results show that in the temperature rangeT9
.0.5 @for which the 14O(a,p)17F reaction is faster than th
15O(a,g)19Ne reaction@22## the most important (p,a) reso-
nances are the ones atEc.m.5330 and 659 keV, while the
most important (p,g) resonance is the one atEc.m.5330
keV. On the basis of what is currently known about the
two resonances, in the range of interest,T9.0.5, the
18F(p,a) reaction is a few thousand times faster than
18F(p,g) reaction, so that although the14O(a,p)17F reaction
is ;30 times faster than the15O(a,g)19Ne reaction in this

FIG. 7. The rate of the18F(p,g) reaction as a function of tem
perature. Based on the resonance strengths listed in Table II
contributions of specific resonances are indicated, together with
calculated contribution of nonresonant direct capture. The 330-
resonance makes the dominant contribution in this tempera
range.
is
.

e

e

temperature range, as a breakout from the hot CNO cy
the 15O(a,g)19Ne reaction@23,24# is still ;100 times faster
than the combination of the14O(a,g)17F @21#, 17F(p,g)18Ne
@25#, and 18F(p,g)19Ne reactions. However, the following
caveats apply to that conclusion: While the properties of
330-keV (p,g) resonance are well determined via its isosp
mirror in 19F (Ex56.787 MeV, Jp53/22, Gg55.5 eV!
which has been established in our20Ne(d,3He/t) measure-
ments, as noted above the properties of the 659-keV re
nance are still somewhat ambiguous because its19F isospin
mirror has not been clearly identified. It should also be
emphasized that there are still at least six missing18F1p
resonances in the energy range 0,Ec.m.,1 MeV; however,
their spectroscopic factors are expected to be small so
they will make only negligible contributions to the reactio
rates. To help resolve some of these issues, studies are
rently underway~1! using the 12C(10B,t/3He) reaction to
search for additional19Ne states and to try to establish add
tional 19F⇔19Ne isospin mirror connections and~2! using
the 15N(a,g) reaction to look for evidence of a19F(3/21)
state atEx'7.1 MeV.
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FIG. 8. The rate of the18F(p,a) reaction as a function of tem
perature. Based on the resonance strengths listed in Table II
contributions of specific resonances are indicated, together with
contributions due to the tails of the broad resonances at 26 and
keV, as described in the text. The 659-keV resonance makes
dominant contribution in this temperature range.
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